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Objectives

1. Describe the use of modeling in determining medical supply requirements for military operations.
2. Describe how modeling provides an audit trail from the types of illness or injury to each inventory line item.
3. Explain the importance of current casualty data for modeling efforts.
Abstract

Background: The objective of this study was to show the benefits of modeling clinical supply requirements for Special Operations missions by providing an analysis and validation of the Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC) Rapid Response Deployment Kit (RRDK) Allowance Standard. Method: The Naval Health Research Center (NHRC) method of modeling clinical requirements was used to analyze RRDK needs. Investigators studied the operational requirements for the RRDK, and met with RRDK subject matter experts (SMEs) to determine the type of patient conditions care providers routinely encounter while deployed, as well as the type of clinical tasks they perform to treat those conditions. A model was then built using the SME input. A patient stream was developed reflecting the types and quantities of injuries and illnesses usually experienced by Special Operations Forces, and applied to the AFSOC model. Results: This study identified several instances of multiple National Stock Numbers being used to order the same medication or supply, adding unnecessary cost and additional work for logisticians. The resulting quantities determined by the NHRC model lowered the cost of the RRDK by more than $10,000, along with a minor drop in cube.

Introduction

Special Operations Forces (SOF) have become the “tip of the spear” in the Global War on Terrorism. From Iraq to Afghanistan and in many small, mostly unheard of conflicts in between, commandos from the joint U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) are engaged in unconventional operations to prevent extremists from gaining footholds in countries where they can build an operational base, as Al Qaeda did in Afghanistan in the 1990s.

Special Operations missions fall into nine categories. Direction action missions are short-duration, small-scale offensive actions in hostile or politically sensitive areas. Special reconnaissance missions involve covert reconnaissance or surveillance operations. Foreign internal defense missions involve training a friendly country’s military or security forces. Unconventional warfare missions involve a broad spectrum of military and paramilitary operations, and are usually of long duration. Counterterrorism missions include offensive actions taken to prevent, deter, preempt, or respond to terrorism. Weapons of mass destruction (WMDs) counterproliferation missions are taken to locate, seize, destroy, render safe, capture, or recover WMDs. Civil affairs operations are aimed at winning “hearts and minds” in foreign territory. Psychological operations involve actions taken to manipulate the behavior of a population, government, or military force. Information operations involve adversely affecting the information systems of an adversary.1

Many of these missions are joint operations, using SOF from the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force, working under the aegis of USSOCOM. In most cases, these missions are accomplished with little or no publicity, or acknowledgment of the U.S. government. The U.S. Air Force contribution to these joint operations includes specialized cargo, transport, and attack aircraft squadrons, highly trained forward air controllers, combat weathermen, and “parajumpers,” or combat rescue specialists, who are assigned to the Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC), which operates as part of USSOCOM.2
Providing healthcare to AFSOC and USSOCOM Operators is a special cadre of Air Force physicians, physician assistants, nurses, and independent duty medical technicians that specializes in Special Operations medicine. Unlike their colleagues in the rest of the Air Force, who provide support in the continuum of healthcare normally seen in conventional warfare, these AFSOC providers must provide care in the most austere environments, often without the kind of support seen in conventional battlefields. Despite the need for such self-sufficiency, AFSOC medical capabilities must remain small and light, and capable of being deployed on short notice anywhere in the world.3

The Naval Health Research Center (NHRC) has used its method of medical modeling clinical requirements to create and update U.S. Marine Corps medical capabilities and Authorized Medical Allowance Lists (AMALs) since the mid-1990s. Like AFSOC, Marine Corps medical units must remain small, light, and flexible.4 In 2004, the Air Force Medical Support Agency, Surgeon General Support Logistics Office requested that NHRC conduct a proof-of-concept study to assess the validity and feasibility of using its medical modeling tool in U.S. Air Force Allowance Standard (AS) development and management.5 Following the success of this proof-of-concept study, NHRC was tasked by the Air Force to model elements of its Expeditionary Medical System. In 2007, the Air Force asked NHRC to conduct another proof-of-concept study to demonstrate the benefits of modeling medical supply requirements for Special Operations missions using the AFSOC Rapid Response Deployment Kit (RRDK) as the prototype.

**METHOD**

The NHRC method of modeling medical supply requirements was developed to establish and/or review AMALs for various levels of care in the Navy and the Marine Corps. Its aim is to give clinicians in the field or the fleet the materiel they need to provide the best care possible, while still maintaining as small a logistical footprint as possible, in concert with current Navy and Marine Corps doctrine.4 It involves a four-step process that begins with the identification of likely patient types to be encountered by a particular type of medical treatment asset, including combat wounds, nonbattle injuries, and illnesses. Patient conditions (PCs) created for the Defense Medical Standardization Board (DMSB) Treatment Briefs are used for this purpose.

The PCs are then linked to clinical tasks developed by DMSB and NHRC. Those tasks are, in turn, linked to each supply item needed to complete the task. A patient stream drawn from historical combat data is created using any number of casualty estimation programs, including NHRC’s FORECAS, SHIPCAS, and PKCAS software.6 The required type and quantity of equipment and consumable supplies can then be calculated based on the probability of those PCs occurring in a patient stream. Figure 1 provides a basic representation of the NHRC modeling process.

In this model, PC 166, a multiple injury wound, is being treated by an AFSOC RRDK at the Forward Emergency Care level of clinical capability (formerly Level 1B). The task profile shows the likely clinical tasks to be performed on this type of patient in that functional area, and the percentage of those patients expected to receive them. The “Equipment/Supplies” column identifies the items needed to complete the blood type and cross-task at that level of capability. Not shown in this figure are additional data fields used to calculate supply quantities, including the amount of each supply needed to complete the task, how often the task will be repeated in the first 24 hours of treatment, how often the task will be repeated in each subsequent 24-hour period, and the average length of stay at that facility.

Once the model is created, it is then imported into NHRC’s Estimating Supplies Program (ESP), a software program that provides logisticians and medical planners the ability to project their medical supply usages for a variety of expeditionary scenarios. This basic modeling method, often referred to simply as ESP, is also incorporated into two other NHRC software programs: the ReSupply Validation Program which helps create “push packages” for resupply; and the Tactical Medical Logistics Planning Tool, used by medical planners for course-of-action analysis.

**RRDK MISSION AND CAPABILITIES**

RRDK capabilities are designed to reduce the impact of trauma, disease, and nonbattle injury (DNBI)
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on missions pursued by AFSOC and USSOCOM personnel. The RRDK deploys in support of AFSOC air squadrons and USSOCOM missions to austere locations to provide limited medical care and preventive medicine (PM). More specifically, RRDK capabilities include:

**Clinical capability:** Provides limited advanced trauma and sick call for a population at risk (PAR) of 200–400 personnel. Also provides limited PM practices such as environmental health site assessments. Modularized into four components (two advanced trauma modules, a medical module, and an environmental module) to allow flexibility in configuring the RRDK to individual mission requirements.

**Endurance:** Includes enough portable supplies to maintain its clinical capability for 30 days without resupply.

**Limitations:** Is not self-sufficient. Requires provision of base operating support from host unit and/or shelter of opportunity. Patient holding is limited to a maximum of 12 hours, with an average of 6 hours.

**Manpower:** Includes one flight surgeon and two independent duty medical technicians, known as the Special Operations Forces Medical Element. The RRDK usually deploys with a second AS designed for casualty evacuation (CASEVAC). Though separate from the RRDK AS, many clinical tasks performed by the RRDK require equipment contained in the CASEVAC AS. These items were included in this study’s modeling efforts.

**RRDK CLINICAL TASKS**

RRDK subject matter experts (SMEs) were presented a list of clinical tasks usually performed at the emergency forward care level of care, and asked to identify which tasks they were required to accomplish in the performance of their duties. Eighty-four clinical tasks were identified (see Table 1).

When modeling medications, the primary source for determining which drugs and dosages to use with which PCs was the Joint Special Operations Tactical Medical Emergency Protocol Drug List. This was supplemented with USSOCOM’s Tactical Medical Emergency Protocols, and the Special Operations Forces Medical Handbook. The drug reference database provided by WebMD’s Medscape Today Web site was also consulted.

**RRDK PATIENT STREAM**

With its mission to provide healthcare support for trauma and DNBI at the “forward end of the spear” in every combatant command region, the RRDK is exposed to a large list of possible PCs. In teleconferences and a personal meeting, RRDK SMEs were asked to identify DMSB PCs representing patients they believed they were likely to encounter, and initiate stabilizing treatment for, while deployed. A total of 315 PCs were chosen. Table 2 shows the patient categories into which those 315 PCs fall.

Developing a patient stream for this study was problematic because data on casualties among SOF are...
typically classified. Therefore, no actual RRDK patient data were available for this study. However, the little amount of data published on SOF casualties indicates Special Operations Forces suffer a disproportionately high rate of casualties. Many Special Operations missions, such as reconnaissance and direct raids, while cloaked in stealth and secrecy, can erupt into sharp periods of intense combat. A 1995 Naval Postgraduate School modeling study of SOF attrition rates during such missions found a sharp climb in SOF casualties the longer a Special Operations unit remains in contact with an enemy, particularly during daytime raids.\textsuperscript{11}

According to the Special Operations Warrior Foundation, between 1980 and 2004 SOF warriors represented about 2\% of all active-duty forces, yet accounted for 24\% of all combat losses, a casualty rate 12 times higher than conventional forces (personal communication, S. McLeary, January 1, 2004). Table 3 breaks down the SOF casualties suffered during several major contingency operations.

A 2007 study of SOF casualties by COL John Holcomb et al., quantified the methods of injury leading to SOF deaths during Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom. Explosions (40\%), gunshot wounds (27\%), and aircraft accidents (27\%) made up the bulk of the causes of death, resulting in a total of 67\% wounded in action (WIA)\textsuperscript{12} (see Figure 2).

For this study, NHRC reviewed data from the Department of Defense Career History Archival Medical and Personnel System (CHAMPS) representing SOF casualties evacuated from Afghanistan and Iraq in March 2002 and December 2006. Ninety-seven casualties were identified. Of these, the largest cause of injury was explosives (53\%), followed by penetrating ballistic wounds (26\%; identified as “war wound, enemy cause”), with a total of 79\% of injuries caused by combat action. Figure 3 provides a complete breakdown of these mechanisms of injury.

While these statistics represent only the most severe casualties — those either killed or injured severely enough to require evacuation — they do indicate a higher ratio of combat-related injury to DNBI than experienced by conventional troops. Conventional forces, by comparison, suffer a nearly inverse proportion of DNBI to wounded in action (WIA) casualties. According to the Joint Patient Tracking Application (JPTA), a total of 77,240 casualties from all branches of the service were evacuated from Iraq and Afghanistan between 2004 and 2006. Of those, 80\% were DNBI, while only 20\% were combat casualties.

These data showed that the present study required a patient stream weighted more heavily with combat injuries than most casualty projection programs are designed to produce. NHRC’s warfare casualty forecasting software, FORECAS, was selected for use based on its ability to modify both combat intensity and environments.

Three patient streams were created: one each for desert, jungle, and urban terrains, and each with a PAR of 300 (the average RRDK mission requirement) engag-
ing in moderate combat for 30 days. As stated previously, Special Operations missions are usually characterized by sharp, intense periods of combat lasting a short duration but resulting in a disproportionately high casualty rate. After several experimental FORECAS patient stream runs, it was determined that a moderate level of combat over a 30-day period best reflected this disproportionality.

The three patient streams were then aggregated. Averages were calculated for any PC appearing more than once, and then rounded to the nearest whole number. The resulting patient stream contained 97 patients, with 72% WIA and 28% DNBI. Figure 4 shows a comparison between the JPTA conventional forces casualties, the CHAMPS SOF casualties, and the NHRC patient stream. Figure 5 shows the patient category breakdown for the NHRC patient stream.
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Nine PMOs were identified for the RRDK (Table 4), requiring a total of 31 PM tasks. However, at this far-forward level of care, many of these tasks are simply visual, requiring no equipment or consumables. PM supply quantities were calculated using a PM task frequency chart originally developed by NHRC for determining PM supply quantities for the Air Force’s Global Reach Laydown (GRL) system, a similar forward emergency care medical and PM capability (see Table 5).)

**RESULTS**

Of the 84 clinical tasks determined to be required by the RRDK mission, 15 did not occur in this patient stream (see Table 6). However, supplies sufficient to complete each of those 15 tasks at least one time were included in the final list. Because consumable supply quantities were rounded up to the nearest quarter package whenever possible, there should actually be enough supplies to complete each of these tasks more than once.
During the modeling process, we discovered several medications that were identical in both formula and dosage, but were included under two or more different National Stock Numbers (NSNs) (see Table 7). Some of this may be due to logistical ordering errors. In other cases, multiple NSNs may have been chosen to allow distribution among RRDK modules. For this study, only one NSN was modeled for analysis, though all NSNs will be included in the final model unless otherwise instructed by AFSOC. However, should AFSOC decide to single up on these items, using the NSNs modeled for bisacodyl, erythromycin, and moxifloxacin is recommended because the packaging for these NSNs is best suited for distribution among RRDK modules.

When possible, in computing consumable supply quantities, all line items are rounded to the nearest quarter package. This not only provides logistics units an easier means of packing assemblages, it also ensures a more robust AS. Nevertheless, modeling the RRDK using NHRC’s ESP model achieved a greater than $10,000 cost savings, mostly in medications (see Figure 7). A modest 4% savings was achieved in cube, while weight increased by less than 22.5 pounds (see Figure 8).

To increase confidence that the RRDK supply quantities estimated by ESP could handle varying patient loads, supplies for a second patient stream were calculated using the modeling program. This patient stream used patient condition distributions for

| Figure 7: Current Rapid Response Deployment Kit cost vs. modeled estimated cost. |
| Figure 8: Rapid Response Deployment Kit weight and cube comparison. |
ventional forces from the current conflicts, with a breakdown of 20% WIA, 26% NBI, and 54% disease, as compared to the combat heavy SOF patient stream of 72% WIA and 28% DNBI.

The supply requirements generated by this second patient stream were then compared to the RRDK allowance standard created by ESP and the quantities in the current RRDK AS. The RRDK supply quantities generated by ESP were adequate to handle more than 80% of the disease-heavy second patient stream requirements. This provided better coverage than the supply quantities currently stocked in the RRDK.

**DISCUSSION AND COMMENT**

NHRC’s method of modeling clinical supply requirements has been used successfully to analyze conventional force medical supplies for the Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force. Modeling medical requirements for an unconventional force posed particular difficulties. SOF missions, and casualties incurred on those missions, are typically classified information. Few data are available to develop statistical casualty forecasting software. Nevertheless, the information that is available on SOF casualties indicates that Special Operations units suffer a disproportionately higher ratio of combat casualties to DNBIs. This study was able to develop a patient stream simulating that disproportionality using the conventional warfare casualty project program, FORECAS. To increase confidence that the ESP-generated RRDK allowance standard could handle varying patient loads, a second disease- and NBI-heavy patient stream was run through the model. This showed the ESP-generated RRDK AS could provide a greater than 80% solution to widely divergent patient streams.

Exporting ESP capabilities to inventories other than those of the Navy and Marine Corps is a viable method of evaluating other preexisting medical systems’ capabilities. In previous efforts, the inventories for the Air Force Mobile Field Surgical Team and the Critical Care Air Transport Team have been successfully incorporated in ESP. The Rapid Response Deployment Kit was included in the latest release of ESP (ESP 2.94), giving AFSOC planners a greater capability to configure the RRDK for a variety of patient streams. ESP and its family of logistics programs are also highly effective tools for configuring resupply packs, ensuring medical material sustainment across the spectrum of medical care facilities, while maintaining their clinical capability.

Finally, the ESP simulation creates an audit trail establishing clinical requirements for supply items in medical system inventories that enable logisticians and medical planners to validate current inventories and perform analyses of projected changes to future inventories. It also serves as a leading consumption indicator, making it easier to identify resupply requirements to ensure sustainment.
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